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Whatever is the true history of syphilis, there can be little doubt that it was in the late 15th and early 16th centuries that the disease first became a matter of wide concern. Its impact on medicine was immediate. Only then did public hospitals begin to assume their modern curative functions and cease to be mere places of refuge for sick, needy, and old alike. The treatment of the disease quickly fell into the hands of surgeons rather than physicians, for it was regarded as a skin complaint and so treated with mercury which had long been used for such eruptions. In this way there evolved the first specific in the cure of disease.

Physicians, however, claimed that they could, and should, cure the disease and, because of its supposed exotic origin in the West Indies, they tended to look to the New World for a cure on the ground that God in his mercy always provided a remedy locally. Thus it was that guaiacum, seen in St. Domingo by Oviedo in 1514, was soon imported into Europe; and bankers, like the Fuggers, and medical men like L'Escluse and Monarde, co-operated in what was almost an advertising campaign. This extended to England in 1533, when Thomas Paynell translated a work by von Hutten to popularize guaiacum on behalf of the importers, who "feared, lest they shulde selle but lytel, if the phisitiens allowed it not . . . [for] no man wolde lyghtly go unto a medicine, that came from so strange a place. . . ."4.

For several reasons the physicians failed to monopolize the treatment of syphilis; the virulence of the disease, the large numbers affected, the desire for secrecy in treatment, and the dispute over remedies, all encouraged men, some not even medically trained, to set up as specialists in venereal disease; indeed some of them, for the purposes of better treatment and privacy, instituted the first private nursing homes.

The first such specialist in English history was one Richard Alison, described as a tailor and otherwise unknown. He drew attention to himself in London in June, 1516, by acting as common-informer against three barbers, whom he accused of practising surgery without the licence of the Bishop of London as required by the medical licensing Act of 1512. The fact that all three barbers were immediately able to produce valid licences may indicate that Alison was merely pursuing a personal vendetta against rivals in practice. If so, retribution was not long in coming, for in February, 1517, a licensed Barber-Surgeon, who also made a habit of prosecuting his medical rivals, accused Alison of unlicensed practice of physic and surgery and sued him for a fine of £15. Alison, in his defence, admitted treating several husbands and their wives in the Holborn area of London, but denied that in so doing he had broken the law regarding the practice of physic or surgery:

For he was learned in confections and medicines for the treatment of certain diseases called "pokkes or the great pokkes" the cure of which pertained neither to the faculty of physic nor to the faculty of surgery.

It seems that no ruling was ever given on this defence as the case peters out in the record. The implication for medical practice nevertheless was clear: venereology was a new skill in respect of a new disease and therefore was not to be restricted by the existing rules of medicine and surgery. In Alison's case this no doubt was special pleading but the later history of the treatment of syphilis was to show that there was much truth in it.

Alison's argument in fact made clear to the physicians the inadequacies of the Act of 1512 which had been designed to perpetuate the traditional separation of the practice of physic from that of surgery; and it was partly for this reason that the physicians obtained a charter in 1518 to establish the Royal College of Physicians. There-
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after one of the main tasks of this august body was the disciplining of surgeons and other humble practitioners who treated venereal disease with internal as well as external medicaments. So strongly did the physicians try to enforce their monopoly of physic that in 1572 there was held a public inquiry in which the Bishop of London defended the surgeons' use of internal medicines as being in the public interest. The decision nevertheless went against the surgeons and the College of Physicians thereupon unrelentingly pursued nonmembers who presumed to prescribe decoctions, purges, sudorifics, pills, or even diet.

Such a policy of restriction and repression could not succeed. There simply were not sufficient physicians to meet the demand and surgeons who treated venereal disease could not be confined to the employment of mercury alone. Both they and their patients had been made aware of the advertised wonders of guaiacum, sarsaparilla, and china roots, and they were determined to make sure of the mercury-treatment by using decoctions of these exotic plants. The extent to which they did so can be gauged from the fact that virtually the whole of the import of drugs into England in the late 16th century was of these three remedies for syphilis. It was indeed fortunate that, amidst this plethora of useless exotics, the knowledge of the specific value of mercury was not lost from view, as did happen in the case of scurvy and its treatment by the juice of citrus fruits; had syphilis been left to physicians and their irrepressible tendency to theorization this might well have happened.

The surgeons luckily had a more empirical approach to medical problems, but it must not be thought by this that the surgeons were uneducated. Their leaders not infrequently published books and pamphlets to demonstrate the surgeons' knowledge and skill in treating venereal disease. One such interesting work alluded to experiments that had been performed on dogs to test whether mercury was harmful when taken internally. It is obvious that there was plenty of scope for these surgeons: one of their publications maintained that half of all patients admitted into St. Bartholomew's Hospital were suffering from venereal disease.

The claims made on behalf of surgeons did not remain limited to a demand to use internal medicines in cases of venereal disease only. The confidence gained in using remedies like guaiacum soon encouraged surgeons to use internal medicines in the treatment of other conditions, especially those such as rickets which physicians tended to neglect. Thus in effect the surgeon was overthrowing the traditionally rigid differentiation between physic and surgery, and setting himself up as a general practitioner. Such a development was naturally opposed by the monopolistic College, but in failing to respond to the new medical needs of a growing population, the physicians nevertheless effectively left the way open for the freedom of medical practice by the early 18th century. In this way many surgeons did become general practitioners and so became known as apothecary-surgeons or surgeon-apothecaries. Of those who remained with the description of surgeon, only a few like Cheselden were actually performing surgery. The majority still tended to treat skin complaints, dress ulcers, and the like; indeed it was "the Cure of Venereal Disease, upon which alone the Subsistence of three Parts in four of all Surgeons in Town" depended. Thus later in the 18th century, when Boswell and Hickey found that their dalliance in Covent Garden made medical treatment necessary, they called in local surgeons, Mr Douglas and Mr Hayes respectively; Keats similarly in 1818 did not call in a doctor but Mr Solomon Sawrey who specialized in venereal diseases.

In conclusion, it is of some interest to inquire whether the history of the treatment of venereal disease, so briefly outlined, has in any way affected the development of modern venereology. It is sometimes claimed that venereology does not receive its due recognition from the public, and even from other sections of the medical profession; and one wonders whether this is not so much the residual effect of Victorian prudery, as often suggested, but rather the result of the strong social differentiation in the 18th and 19th centuries between the mere "surgeons" who treated venereal disease and the rest of the medical profession.

This suggestion that historical associations, with social implications, have affected the public esteem of a modern branch of medicine may appear far-fetched, but it is as well to remember that such an association, albeit in a debased form, has remained strongly in the public mind in respect of shops of a certain type which originally sprang into existence in the Charing Cross area where the Boswells and Hickey's roamed. In their windows, till to-day, the appliances and lotions of erstwhile surgeons, for the treatment of rupture, swollen ankles, and dandruff, vie incongruously with the needs of venery; and it was only the exigencies of the Great War that finally removed the potions and unguents devised by 18th century surgeons for the cure of venereal disease from public display alongside the surgeons' trusses.
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